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Abstract
Using the quantum analog of conditional probability and classical Bayes theorem we discuss
some aspects of particular entanglement breaking channels: quantum-classical and classical-classical
channels. Applying the quantum analog of Perron-Frobenius theorem we generalize the recent result
of Korbicz et. al. [8] on full and spectrum broadcasting from quantum-classical channels to arbitrary
quantum channels.
1 Introduction
Quantum channels provide the basic ingredients of modern Quantum Information Theory [1]. A channel
with an input state HA and an output state HB is a linear completely positive trace preserving map
ΛB|A : T(HA)→ T(HB), where T(H) denotes a convex set of trace class operators in H [2] (an operator
X ∈ T(H) iff ||X ||1 = Tr
√
X†X <∞). Note that in finite dimensional case considered in this Letter T(H)
coincides with B(H) = Mn(C) and n = dimH. Quantum states are represented by density operators
belonging to S(H) = {ρ ∈ T(H) ; ρ ≥ 0 , Tr ρ = 1}.
An interesting subclass of channels is provided by so called entanglement breaking channels [3, 4]
(see [5] for the infinite dimensional case). A channel ΛB|A is entanglement breaking (EB) if for arbitrary
Hilbert space HR and arbitrary state ρRA ∈ S(HR⊗HA) the output (1lR⊗ΛB|A)ρRA defines a separable
state in HR⊗HB. As usual 1lR is an identity map in T(HR). This class was generalized to so called
partially entanglement breaking channels [6]: a channel ΛB|A is r-PEB (r partially entanglement break-
ing), if for any state ρRA one has SN[(1lR⊗ΛB|A)ρRA] ≤ r, where SN[ρRB ] denotes a Schmidt number
of the density operator ρRB [7]. It is clear that 1-PEB are simply EB channels. In a recent paper [8]
authors provided an interesting refinement of the characterization of EB channels to more general quan-
tum correlations and connected it to measurement maps, quantum state broadcasting, and finite Markov
chains. By a quantum-correlation breaking channel we mean a quantum channel ΛB|A such that for any
bi-partite input state ρRA the output state (1lR⊗ΛB|A)ρRA is less correlated than ρRA.
In this Letter we show that a natural framework to discuss this characterization is the notion of
quantum conditional probability [9] (see also [10]) [or conditional quantum states [11, 12]]. Slightly different
approach was also proposed in Ref. [13]. Moreover, applying the quantum analog of Perron-Frobenius
theorem we generalize the analysis on full and spectrum broadcasting from quantum-classical channels
[8] to arbitrary quantum channels.
1
2 Quantum conditional probability
As is well known conditional probability plays important role in classical probability theory. Having two
random variables A and B one introduces conditional probability (for B given A) pi|j = P (B = i|A = j)
which satisfies:
pi|j ≥ 0 ;
∑
i
pi|j = 1 . (1)
Knowing probability distribution pAj for A one has for the joint probability pij = P (B = i, A = j)
pij = pi|j p
A
j , (2)
and hence the marginal probability for B reads
pBi =
∑
j
pij =
∑
j
pi|j p
A
j . (3)
The above formula defines a classical channel pB = TpA, where the stochastic matrix T is defined by
Tij = pi|j . It is therefore clear that notions of a classical channel and a classical conditional probability
coincide
This correspondence suggests that one may introduce the concept of quantum conditional probability
using well defined notion of a quantum channel, that is, completely positive trace preserving map (CPTP).
Due to the Choi-Jamio lkowski isomorphism [14] the space of linear maps ΛB|A : T(HA) −→ T(HB) is
isomorphic to B(HA⊗HB): if |i〉A denote an orthonormal (computational) basis in HA and |ψ˜+AA〉 =∑
i |ii〉A stands for (unnormalized) maximally entangled vector in HA⊗HA, then one introduces
piB|A = (1lA⊗ΛB|A)P˜+AA , (4)
where P˜+AA = |ψ˜+AA〉〈ψ˜+AA|. Suppose that ΛB|A is CPTP. Complete positivity implies that piB|A ≥ 0.
Moreover, one has
TrB piB|A = TrB
∑
i,j
|i〉A〈j| ⊗ΛB|A(|i〉A〈j|)
=
∑
i,j
|i〉A〈j|Tr[ΛB|A(|i〉A〈j|)]
=
∑
i,j
|i〉A〈j|Tr(|i〉A〈j|) =
∑
i
|i〉A〈i| = IA ,
where we have used Tr[ΛB|A(ρ)] = Trρ. Following [9, 11] let us introduce
Definition 1. We call piB|A ∈ T(HA⊗HB) a quantum conditional probability iff
piB|A ≥ 0 ; TrB piB|A = IA . (5)
In [11] piB|A is called conditional quantum state. Note, that (5) is a quantum analog of (1). It is therefore
clear that formula (4) establishes isomorphism between quantum channels and quantum conditional
probability.
Remark 1. It is often said that formula (4) establishes isomorphism between quantum channels and
quantum states. It is of course not true. Note that
ρAB =
1
dA
(1lA⊗ΛB|A)P˜+AA , (6)
2
defines a legitimate state ρAB in HAB . However, the inverse map
ΛB|A(ρ) = dA TrA[ρAB · (ρT ⊗ IB)] , (7)
is not trace preserving unless TrB ρAB = IA/dA, i.e. its marginal state ρA is maximally mixed. In this
case piB|A = dAρAB defines quantum conditional probability.
Note, that formula (7) rewritten in terms of piB|A
ΛB|A(ρ) = TrA[piB|A · (ρT ⊗ IB)] , (8)
defines a quantum analog of (3). The transposition ρT is performed with respect to the computational
basis |i〉A in HA. One has
TrA[piB|A · (ρ⊗ IB)] = TrA[(ρ
1
2 ⊗ IB)piB|A (ρ
1
2 ⊗ IB)] ,
and hence a natural way to generalize (2) is to define a compound state ρAB by the following symmetric
prescription
ρAB = (ρ
1
2
A⊗ IB)piB|A (ρ
1
2
A⊗ IB) , (9)
where ρA is a state in HA. Note, that by construction TrB ρAB recovers ρA. Moreover
ρB = TrA ρAB = ΛB|A(ρ
T
A) . (10)
3 Quantum-correlation breaking channels
Let us recall that an entanglement breaking channel [3] has the following well known Holevo representation
ΛB|A(ρ) =
∑
i
Tr(ρFi)Ri , (11)
where Fi stands for POVM in HA, and Ri ≥ 0 together with TrRi = 1. The corresponding conditional
state
piB|A =
∑
i
FTi ⊗Ri , (12)
is a separable positive operator in HAB . One has
TrB piB|A =
∑
i
FTi = IA , (13)
by the very property of POVM. Now, a quantum conditional probability operator piB|A is quantum-
classical (QC) [or more precisely QACB] if Ri mutually commute and hence there exists an orthonormal
basis |fi〉 in HB such that
Ri =
∑
j
pj|i|fj〉〈fj | , (14)
where pj|i defines a classical conditional probability. Indeed, Ri is trivially positive and TrRi = 1 due to∑
j pj|i = 1. Therefore, one has the following formula for QC conditional state
piB|A =
∑
i,j
pj|iF
T
i ⊗ |fj〉〈fj | , (15)
and for the corresponding channel (quantum-to-classical measurement map [15])
ΛB|A(ρ) =
∑
i
pj|i Tr(ρFi) |fj〉〈fj | . (16)
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Hence the output state reads as follows
ΛB|A(ρ) =
∑
j
pj |fj〉〈fj | , (17)
where pj =
∑
i pj|iqi, with qi = Tr(Fiρ).
Remark 2. It shows that conditional probability pi|j appears already on the level of QC channels.
A conditional state piB|A is called CQ [or more precisely CAQB] iff Fi mutually commute, that is,
there exists an orthonormal basis |ei〉 in HA such that
Fi =
∑
k
qi|k|ek〉〈ek| , (18)
where qi|k stands for conditional probability. Hence, one has for CQ conditional state
piB|A =
∑
i,j
qi|j |e∗j 〉〈e∗j | ⊗Ri , (19)
and for the corresponding channel
ΛB|A(ρ) =
∑
i,j
qj|i 〈ei|ρ|ei〉Rj . (20)
Finally, piB|A is classical-classical (CC) if it is QC and CQ and hence
piB|A =
∑
i,j,k
pk|i qi|j |e∗j 〉〈e∗j | ⊗ |fk〉〈fk|
=
∑
j,k
pik|j |e∗j 〉〈e∗j | ⊗ |fk〉〈fk| , (21)
where we have used
pik|j =
∑
i
pk|i qi|j .
It is clear that pik|j defines a legitimate conditional probability. The corresponding CC channel reads as
follows
ΛB|A(ρ) =
∑
j,k
pik|j〈ej|ρ|ej〉 |fk〉〈fk| . (22)
Remark 3. Let Λ : T(HA)→ T(HB) be a linear map (not necessarily completely positive) and let
Λ −→
∑
i,j
|i〉A〈j| ⊗Λ(|i〉A〈j|) , (23)
denote the standard Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism. Define a dual map Λ# : B(HB)→ B(HA) via
Tr[Λ#(a) · ρ] = Tr[a · Λ(ρ)] .
For the dual map it is convenient to use the above isomorphism in the following “dual” convention
Λ# −→
∑
k,l
Λ#(|k〉B〈l|)⊗ |k〉B〈l| ,
since both (23) and (3) give rise to bi-partite operators inB(HA⊗HB). Note, that
∑
k,l |k〉B〈l| ⊗Λ#(|k〉B〈l|) ∈
S(HB ⊗HA).
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Let ΛB|A be a quantum channel. Its dual is not trace preserving unless ΛB|A is unital, i.e. ΛB|A(IA) =
IB. Suppose that ΛB|A(IA) = V > 0 and define
Λ˜B|A(ρ) = V
− 1
2ΛB|A(ρ)V
− 1
2 . (24)
Clearly, Λ˜B|A is unital and hence its dual defines a quantum channel. Therefore, with each channel ΛB|A,
satisfying ΛB|A(IA) > 0, we may associate a channel ΛA|B = Λ˜
#
B|A by
ΛA|B(σ) = Λ
#
B|A(V
− 1
2σV −
1
2 ) . (25)
Interestingly ΛA|B(V ) = IA . One has the following
Theorem 1. ΛB|A is QACB iff ΛA|B is CBQA.
Proof: consider a QACB channel defined in (16). One has
V = ΛB|A(IA) =
∑
i,j
pj|i xi|fj〉〈fj | , (26)
with xi = TrFi, and assume that pj =
∑
i pj|ixi > 0 for all j = 1, . . . , dB. One obtains the following
channel
ΛA|B(σ) =
∑
i,j
pj|i
pj
〈fj |ρ|fj〉Fi , (27)
where σ ∈ S(HB). Now, the classical Bayes theorem implies
pi|jpj = pj|ixi ,
and hence ΛA|B has a correct CBQA structure
ΛA|B(σ) =
∑
i,j
pi|j 〈fj |ρ|fj〉Ri , (28)
where Ri = Fi/xi is a density operator in HA. ✷
It is clear that any channel ΛA|B : T(HB) −→ T(HA) gives rise to a quantum conditional probability
piA|B = (ΛA|B ⊗ 1lB)P˜+BB , (29)
and the inverse map reads
ΛA|B(σ) = TrB[pi
TB
A|B(IA⊗ σ)] . (30)
It should be clear that a concept of quantum conditional probability leads immediately to an analog
of the Bayes theorem: let ρAB be a bi-partite state in HAB with reduced (marginal) states
ρA = TrB ρAB , ρB = TrA ρAB ,
satisfying ρA > 0 and ρB > 0, that is, both reduced density operators are faithful. Let us introduce two
quantum conditional probabilities
piB|A = (ρ
− 1
2
A ⊗ IB) ρAB (ρ
− 1
2
A ⊗ IB) , (31)
and
piA|B = (IA⊗ ρ−
1
2
B ) ρAB (IA⊗ ρ
− 1
2
B ) . (32)
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Therefore, by construction, one may formulate the quantum analog of Bayes theorem
(ρ
1
2
A⊗ IB)piB|A (ρ
1
2
A⊗ IB) = (IA⊗ ρ
1
2
B)piA|B (IA⊗ ρ
1
2
B) .
In particular
piA|B = (ρ
1
2
A⊗ ρ
− 1
2
B )piB|A (ρ
1
2
A⊗ ρ
− 1
2
B ) , (33)
and if ΛB|A and ΛA|B denotes the corresponding quantum channels one easily finds the following relation
ΛA|B(σ) = ρ
1
2
A
[
Λ#
B|A
(
ρ
− 1
2
B σ
T ρ
− 1
2
B
) ]T
ρ
1
2
A , (34)
where σ ∈ S(HB). Note that
ΛB|A(ρA) = ρ
T
B , ΛA|B(ρ
T
B) = ρA .
In analogy to Theorem 1 one proves
Theorem 2. For any faithful ρA and ρB a channel ΛB|A is QACB iff ΛA|B is CBQA. Equivalently,
piB|A is QACB iff piA|B is CBQA.
Hence
Corollary 1. For any faithful ρA and ρB a channel ΛB|A is CC iff ΛA|B is CC. Equivalently, piB|A is
CC iff piA|B is CC.
Now, we reformulate the main result of [8] in terms of quantum conditional probability.
Theorem 3. Let ΛB|A be a quantum channel. The corresponding quantum conditional probability piB|A =
(1lA⊗ΛB|A)P˜+AA is QACB if and only if (1lC ⊗ΛB|A)ρCA is a QCCB state in HCB for any bipartite state
ρCA in HCA.
Proof: suppose that piB|A is QACB, that is,
ΛB|A(ρ) =
∑
i,j
pj|iTr(ρFi) |fj〉〈fj | . (35)
Let
ρCA =
∑
i,j
ρij ⊗ |i〉A〈j| , (36)
with ρij ∈ T(HC). One has
(1lC ⊗ΛB|A)ρCA =
∑
i,j
ρij ⊗ΛB|A(|i〉〈j|)
=
∑
i,j
∑
k,l
pk|l ρij ⊗Tr(Fl|i〉A〈j|)|fk〉〈fk|
=
∑
k,l
pk|l σl⊗ |fk〉〈fk| , (37)
where
σl =
∑
i,j
ρij〈j|Fl|i〉 , (38)
defines a set of positive operators in HC . Let pl = Trσl and let pkl = pk|lpl. One has
(1lC ⊗ΛB|A)ρCA =
∑
k,l
pkl ρl⊗ |fk〉〈fk| , (39)
where ρl = σl/pl are density operators in HC . ✷
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Remark 4. The positivity of σl is not very clear from (38). Note, that
(IC ⊗F
1
2
l ) ρCA (IC ⊗F
1
2
l ) =
∑
i,j
ρij ⊗F
1
2
l |i〉〈j|F
1
2
l ,
is evidently positive. Hence
TrA[(IC ⊗F
1
2
l ) ρCA (IC ⊗F
1
2
l )] =
∑
i,j
ρij〈j|Fl|i〉 ,
is positive as well. Moreover pl = Trσl ≤ 1.
Let ΛB|A be CC. As was shown in [8] it is not true that (1lC ⊗ΛB|A)ρCA is CC for arbitrary ρCA.
Following [8] denote by CC(ΛB|A) a set of states in HCA such that (1lC ⊗ΛB|A)ρCA is CCCB.
Theorem 4. Let ΛB|A be CC
ΛB|A(ρ) =
∑
i,j
pij|i 〈ei|ρ|ei〉 |fj〉〈fj | . (40)
A state (1lC ⊗ΛB|A)ρCA in HCB is CC iff the diagonal blocks ρii of the following representation
ρCA =
∑
i,j
ρij ⊗ |ei〉〈ej | , (41)
mutually commute.
Proof: one has
(1lC ⊗ΛB|A)ρCA =
∑
i,j
ρij ⊗ΛB|A(|ei〉〈ej |)
=
∑
i,j
∑
k,l
pik|l ρij ⊗〈el|ei〉〈ej |el〉|fk〉〈fk|
=
∑
k,l
pik|l ρll⊗ |fk〉〈fk| , (42)
which is CC iff [ρll, ρkk] = 0. ✷
Let us observe that the above Theorem immediately reproduces results from [8]. Indeed, let |ψCA〉 ∈
HC ⊗HA and |ψCA〉 =
∑
i ci|e˜i〉⊗ |ei〉 be its Schmidt decomposition. One has ρCA = |ψCA〉〈ψCA| =∑
i,j cicj |e˜i〉〈e˜j | ⊗ |ei〉〈ej | and hence ρii = |ci|2|e˜i〉〈e˜i| mutually commute. Similarly, let us consider a CQ
state in HC ⊗HA, i.e. ρCA =
∑
k pk|e˜k〉〈e˜k| ⊗σk. One has
ρCA =
∑
i,j
∑
k
pk|e˜k〉〈e˜k| ⊗ 〈ei|σk|ej〉|ei〉〈ej | ,
and hence ρii =
∑
k pk〈ei|σk|ei〉 |e˜k〉〈e˜k| mutually commute.
It is therefore clear that ρCA has the following form
ρCA = σ
′
CA + σ
′′
CA , (43)
where
σ′CA =
∑
i,j
τji |ci〉〈ci| ⊗ |ej〉〈ej | , (44)
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is a CC state (|ci〉 stands for the orthonormal basis in HC), and
σ′′CA =
∑
i6=j
ρij ⊗ |ei〉〈ej | . (45)
The off-diagonal part σ′′CA is arbitrary provided ρCA ≥ 0. The channel (40) acting upon ρCA kills σ′′CA
and transforms CC part σ′CA into
(1lC ⊗ΛB|A)σ′′CA =
∑
j,k
κjk |ck〉〈ck| ⊗ |fj〉〈fj | ,
where κjk =
∑
i pij|i τik is a legitimate joint probability distribution. Let Pi = |ei〉〈ei|. Define a CPTP
projector
PA(ρA) =
∑
i
PiρAPi .
Corollary 2. A state ρCA ∈ CC(ΛB|A) iff [1lC ⊗PA](ρCA) is CCCA.
This result may be reformulated in terms of partial decoherence. Let
L = γ(1lA − PA) ,
denote a genuine generator of Markovian semigroup in T(HA). One finds for the corresponding dynamical
map ΦAt = e
tL:
ρt = Φ
A
t (ρ) = e
−γtρ+ (1− e−γt)PA(ρ) ,
and hence the asymptotic state
ρ∞ = PA(ρ) ,
is perfectly decohered with respect to |ei〉 basis in HA. Consider now the following partial decoherence
in HCA
ΦCAt = 1lC ⊗ΦAt .
It is clear that ρCA ∈ CC(ΛB|A) iff the partially decohered asymptotic state ΦCA∞ (ρCA) is CCCA.
4 Quantum Perron-Frobenius theorem and broadcastability of
quantum states
Authors of [8] found an interesting connection between broadcastability of quantum states by QC channels
and celebrated Perron-Frobenius theory. In this section we are going to explore this connection further. It
turns out that considering arbitrary channels (not necessarily QC ones) we need to consider the quantum
analog of Perron-Frobenius theory [16, 17] (recently Perron-Frobenius theory was used in the analysis of
spectra of random quantum channels [18]).
Let HA = HB = H. A state ρ∗ in H is broadcastable by the channel Λ if the corresponding compound
state
ρAB = (ρ
1
2
∗ ⊗ IB)piB|A (ρ
1
2
∗ ⊗ IB) , (46)
provides a broadcast for ρ∗, that is, ρA = ρB = ρ∗. It is clear that by construction ρA = ρ∗ and
ρB = ΛB|A(ρ
T
∗ ). It should be stressed that this is a standard definition of broadcastability via a bipartite
broadcast state ρAB. We provide only special construction of ρAB using a quantum conditional probability
operator piB|A.
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Corollary 3. A state ρ∗ is broadcastable by the channel Λ iff
Λτ (ρ∗) = ρ∗ , (47)
that is, ρ∗ is a fixed point of the positive trace preserving map Λ
τ = Λ ◦ T , where again T denotes
transposition with respect to the computational basis in HA.
Let Φ : T(H) → T(H) be a positive trace-preserving map (not necessarily completely positive). One
proves [16, 17] that Φ possesses an eigenvalue λ∗ = 1 and the corresponding (in general not unique)
eigenvector ρ∗ (after suitable normalization) defines a legitimate density operator in H. Moreover, the
remaining (in general complex) eigenvalues λα satisfy |λα| ≤ |λ∗| = 1. To guarantee the uniqueness of ρ∗
one needs extra conditions upon Φ. The quantum analog of irreducibility reads as follows: Φ is irreducible
iff (1l + Λ)n−1(ρ) > 0 for all ρ ≥ 0 and n = dimH. If Φ is irreducible then ρ∗ is unique. Finally, let us
call Φ primitive (or regular) iff for some integer k one has Φk(A) > 0 for all A ≥ 0. If Φ is primitive
then clearly the Perron-Frobenius vector ρ∗ is unique and moreover the remaining eigenvalues λα satisfy
|λα| < |λ∗| = 1.
Corollary 4. For an arbitrary quantum channel Λ there exists a state ρ∗ (Perron-Frobenius eigenvector
of Λτ ) which is broadcastable by Λ.
Let us consider the spectral problem for Λτ and its dual Λτ#:
Λτ (Xα) = λαXα , Λ
τ#(Yα) = λ
∗
αYα , (48)
with α = 0, 1, . . . , d2 − 1 (d = dimH). The so called damping basis [19] satisfies Tr(XαY †β ) = δαβ . One
has λ0 = 1, X0 = ρ∗ and Y0 = I. Moreover, TrXα = 0 for all α > 0. The action of Λ
τ may be, therefore,
represented as follows
Λτ (ρ) =
d2−1∑
α=0
λαXαTr(Y
†
αρ) = ρ∗Tr ρ+ ξ(ρ) , (49)
where the traceless operator ξ(ρ) reads
ξ =
∑
α>0
λαXαTr(Y
†
αρ) .
Equivalently, the original channel Λ acts as follows
Λ(ρ) =
d2−1∑
α=0
λαXαTr(Y
†
αρ
T ) = ρ∗Tr ρ+ ξ
τ (ρ) ,
with the traceless ξτ (ρ) =
∑d2−1
α>0 λαXαTr(Y
†
αρ
T ).
The corresponding quantum conditional probability is given by the following formula
piB|A =
∑
i,j
|i〉A〈j| ⊗Λ(|i〉A〈j|) =
d2−1∑
α=0
λαY
†
α ⊗Xα
= IA⊗ ρ∗ +
∑
α>0
λαY
†
α ⊗Xα . (50)
One clearly sees that TrBpiB|A = IA due to the normalization Trρ∗ = 1 and TrXα = 0 for α > 0. On
the other hand one has TrApiB|A =
∑
α λαTr(Y
†
α )Xα = Λ(IA). Hence, if Λ is unital, then TrApiB|A = IB.
The compound ρAB state is given by
ρAB = (ρ
1
2
∗ ⊗ IB)piB|A(ρ
1
2
∗ ⊗ IB) = ρ∗⊗ ρ∗ + ζAB , (51)
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with
ζAB =
∑
α>0
λα ρ
1
2
∗ Y
†
αρ
1
2
∗ ⊗Xα . (52)
Note, that TrAζAB = TrBζAB = 0. The formula (51) may be therefore considered as the canonical
representation of the broadcast for ρ∗.
Corollary 5. A compound state ρAB is a broadcast for ρ∗ iff
ζAB = ρAB − ρ∗⊗ ρ∗ ,
satisfies TrAζAB = TrBζAB = 0.
It should be stressed that Corollaries 3 and 5 follow directly from the very definition of broadcastability.
Authors of [8] introduced a notion of spectrum broadcastability: ρ˜∗ is spectrum broadcastable by Λ if
there exists unitary U such that
ρB = Uρ˜∗U
† , (53)
that is, ρB has the same spectrum as ρ˜∗ (again ρA = ρ˜∗).
Let U be an arbitrary unitary operator inH. Denote by ΛτU the following positive and trace preserving
map
ΛτU (ρ) = U
∗Λ(ρT )UT . (54)
Let ρU∗ be the corresponding Perron-Frobenius eigenvector, that is,
ΛτU (ρ
U
∗ ) = ρ
U
∗ . (55)
Proposition 1. The state ρU∗ is spectrum broadcastable by Λ.
Proof: one has
ρUAB = (ρ
U
∗
1
2 ⊗ IB)piB|A(ρU∗
1
2 ⊗ IB)
= ρU∗ ⊗ ρ∗ + ζUAB , (56)
with
ζUAB =
∑
α>0
λα ρ
U
∗
1
2 Y †αρ
U
∗
1
2 ⊗Xα . (57)
This gives
ρA = ρ
U
∗ , ρB = Λ
τ (ρU∗ ) = Uρ
U
∗ U
† ,
which proves spectrum broadcastability. ✷
Note, that if Λτ is a primitive map, i.e. ρ∗ is unique and |λα| < |λ0| = 1 for α > 0, then there exists
a limit
lim
r→∞
Λr = Λ∞ , (58)
defined by Λ∞(ρ) = ρ∗Trρ. In this case Λ∞ breaks all correlations present in an arbitrary state
(Λ⊗ 1lB)ρAB = ρ∗⊗ ρB with ρB = TrρAB. Again this result holds for an arbitrary channel Λ (not
necessarily QC one [8]).
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5 Conclusions
We provided characterization of correlation breaking channels in terms of quantum conditional probability
(or quantum conditional states). Using the quantum analog of Bayes theorem which relates piB|A and
piA|B it was shown that any QACB channel ΛB|A gives rise to the whole family on CBQA channels ΛA|B.
All these channels enjoy the following property: if ρB = ΛB|A(ρA), then ρA = ΛA|B(ρB). Interestingly,
these channels corresponds to the Barnum-Knill recovery channels [20], that is, ΛA|B recovers ‘quantum’
ρA out of the ‘classical’ ρB.
Finally, using the quantum analog of celebrated Perron-Frobenius theorem we provided generalization
of results of Korbicz et. al. [8] from QC channels to arbitrary quantum channels. A quantum channel
Λ may be used to broadcast the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of Λτ = Λ ◦ T . Moreover, there exists
a whole family of states spectrum broadcastable by Λ : for each unitary operator U the corresponding
Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of ΛτU is spectrum broadcastable by the original channel Λ.
The use of quantum conditional probability enables one to reproduce all results of [8]. In particular
Theorem 4 generalizes the characterization of the set of bi-partite states ρCA such that [1lC ⊗ΛB|A](ρCA)
is a CC state for a given CC channel ΛB|A.
To summarize: there exist an intriguing connections between quantum analogs of conditional proba-
bility, Bayes theorem and Perron-Frobenius theorem. We believe that these connections deserve further
analysis.
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